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Mortgage Forgiveness
Debt Relief Act of 2007
A. The Act added a new income exclusion for discharges of indebtedness.
B. There is now an exclusion for the discharge of qualified principal residence
indebtedness that occurs before January 1, 2013. (IRC See. 108(a)(1)(E))
C. The insolvency exclusion that limits the exclusion to the amount of insolvency
does not apply to discharge of qualified principal residence debt.
D. The exclusion applies to acquisition debt as defined in Sec 163 and cannot
exceed $2,000,000. Principal residence is defined as in Sec. 121. The basis of
the home is reduced by the exclusion.
E. For sales after 2007, surviving spouses may claim a $500,000 exclusion if the
sale occurs within two years of the date of the spouse's death. Sec. 121(b)(4).
F. The Act extended the deduction of mortgage insurance premiums from 2007
through 2009. Sec. 163(h)(3)(E)(iv)(I)
G. Changes were made to Sec. 216 which allow more flexibility regarding
deductions taken by co-op stockholders. Sec 216(b)(1)(D) effective for year
ended after December 20, 2007.
IH. Housing Assistance Tax Act of 2008
A. Temporary Tax Credit- New IRC Sec. 36 and IR 2008-106.
1. First time homebuyer can claim a refundable income tax credit equal to
the lesser of 1) 10% of the purchase price or 2) $7500 ($3750 for those
married but filing separately)
2. Requirements
i. no home ownership by the taxpayer on a joint return by either spouse
for three years prior to the purchase date.
ii. cannot be purchased from lineal family members
iii. must be U.S. resident
iv. no tax exempt bond proceeds
v. AGI phase out $75,000-$95,000 single and $150,000-$170,000 for
joint filers
3. Applies to purchases between 4/9/08 and 6/30/09
4. Can claim credit on 2008 return for eligible 2009 purchase
5. Repayment of credits
The credit must be repaid over 15 years beginning with the second year
after the credit year.
6. Sale accelerates remaining repayment not to exceed gain on the sale.
Divorce related transfers do not trigger repayment, but transferee spouse
will assume repayment liability. Death will actually cancel the repayment
liability.
B. Other changes
1. Also, the Act allows standard deduction filers to add up to $500 of real
property taxes to single returns and up to $1,000 to joint returns for the
standard deduction. (See.63 (c)(7))
2. New Sec. 121(b)(4)
Reduced exclusion for a rental property, or a vacation home converted to
the principal residence when the residence is not used as the principal
residence for years after 2008.
Example:
John bought a vacation home on January 1, 2005. On January 1,2011, he
converted the property into his principal residence, and he and his wife
live there for all of 2011 and 2012. On 1/1/13, he sells the home for a
$450,000 gain. His total ownership period is eight years (2005-2012).
However, the two years of post-2008 use as a vacation home (2009-2010)
count against him and result in a nonexcludable gain of$112,500 (2/8 x
$450,000). John must report the $112,500 as capital gain income on his
2013 Schedule D and pay the resulting federal income tax. If John files
jointly, he can claim the $500,000 Section 121 home-gain exclusion. So he
won't owe any federal income tax on the remaining $337,500 of gain
($450,000 - $112,500) because it's completely sheltered by the exclusion.
Same basic facts as in Example 1, except now assume that John also has
$20,000 of unrecaptured Section 1250 gain from renting out the property
before he converted it into his principal residence. Therefore, his gain
from sale is $470,000. He must report $20,000 of unrecaptured Section
1250 gain as gross income on his 2013 Schedule D. He must also report
the nonexcludable gain of $112,500 [2/8 x ($470,000 - $20,000)] on
Schedule D. John can shelter the remaining $337,500 of gain ($470,000-
$20,000 - $112,500) with his Section 121 exclusion.
III. Vacation homes-IRC Sec. 280A
Reg. Sees. 1.280A-1
A. No otherwise deductible expenditure is allowable in regard to a dwelling unit
used by the taxpayer as a residence, except as provided by Sec. 280A.
The allocation rules of Reg. Sec 1.280A-2 and 3 govern the method for
allocation of rental expenses and personal residence expenses.
B. A dwelling unit includes a house, apartment, condominium, mobile home, boat
or similar property. A dwelling unit must have sleeping space, toilets and
cooking facilities.
1. A taxpayer is deemed to use a dwelling as a residence if used for personal
purposes for the greater of 14 days or 10% of the days rented during the
calendar year.
2. Personal use is use by the taxpayer or use by any brother, sister, spouse,
ancestor or lineal descendant. Also, the exchange of use with another
taxpayer for the use of the other taxpayer's residence. Any other use where
rent is not charged is considered personal use by the taxpayer. To avoid
personal use, the rent must be fair market value, and the dwelling is the
family member's personal residence.
3. Personal use does not include days when taxpayer performs repairs and
maintenance on a substantially full time basis. The lesser of 8 hours or 2/3
of the time the taxpayer is physically present qualifies the day as a non-
personal day.
4. When the days rented are 14 days or less, the rent income is not taxable
and the rental expenses are not deductible. IRC Sec.280A(g).
5. Vacancy periods- To be or not to be a "Vacation Home".
Vacation homes that are rented for summer or other seasonal periods are
vacant much or most of the year. The IRS position is that in determining
the fraction of interest and taxes allocated to rental expenses, the
denominator is the total days used. Prop. Reg. 1.280A-3(c). However, the
Tax Court and Ninth (Bolton) and Tenth Circuit Courts (McKinney) have
held that the denominator of this fraction should be the full 365 days in the
year. The application of the Tax Court's denominator can significantly
benefit the taxpayer if personal use exceeds the Sec. 280A 14 days or 10%
threshold. The following examples illustrate this result. Taxpayers should
consider this in determining their days of personal use each year.
6. See Appendix A examples.
C. Shared equity agreements- IRC Sec. 280A(d)(3)
1. If a family member is renting a residence and, also, has an ownership
interest in the residence, the rental must be part of a "shared equity
financing agreement" to avoid that use being classified as personal use.
2. In this case, the family member that uses the residence must pay a fair
market rent (determined as of the date of the agreement) to the other
owner(s) who must have an undivided interest in the entire residence for
more than fifty years.
3. Accordingly, there are no Sec. 280A limitations on the deductibility of
expenses in a shared equity agreement.
IV. Homeowner deductions- Interest expense, real estate tax and office in the home
A. In 2008, deductible itemized deductions are reduced by I% of AGI in excess of
$159,950 on joint returns and $79,975 on separate returns. This reduction is to be
eliminated after 2009.
B. Real estate taxes paid are deductible for regular tax purposes, but not tax
deductible for AMT purposes
C. Qualified residence interest expense paid on "acquisition" or "home equity"
mortgage debt is an itemized deduction subject to limitations. Sec 163(h).
I. Acquisition indebtedness is debt that is incurred in acquiring, constructing or
substantially improving a qualified residence and is secured by the qualified
residence. Only the interest paid on the first $1 million of aggregate qualified
debt on two residences is deductible residence interest.
2. Qualified debt also includes refinancing of original acquisition debt up to the
current balance of the refinanced debt.
3. Interest on up to $100,000 ($50,000 MFS) of home equity debt is deductible.
Home equity indebtedness is debt secured by a qualified residence(s) that does
not exceed the difference between the acquisition debt and the fair market
value of the residence(s). The proceeds can be used for personal purposes;
however, such interest is not deductible for AMT purposes. Also,Temp. Reg.
Sec. 1.163-1 OT(o)(5)(i) allows a taxpayer to elect out of the qualified
residence treatment on a specific mortgage debt. Accordingly, this election
may be helpful where the $100,000 debt limit on home equity loans will be
exceeded. In this case the taxpayer may choose to follow the tracing rules to
obtain a larger interest deduction. This election applies to the related debt in
future years unless revoked with the IRS consent.
4. Two qualifying residences:
1. principal residence as defined in See. 121 and
2. one other personal residence as selected by the taxpayer. This residence
may include one where the taxpayer has neither used it nor rented it during
the year. Sec. 163(h)(4)(A)(iii).
5. IRS Notice 88-74 provides direction regarding the determination of debt
proceeds as "incurred to acquire, construct or substantially improve the
residence."
There are three tracing methods described in Notice 88-74:
1) tracing under Temp. Reg. Sec. 1.163-8T, or
2) a ninety day rule which provides that debt proceeds can be used to acquire
a residence 90 days before of 90 days after the debt has been incurred, or
3) where the taxpayer constructs or substantially improves the residence, the
expenditures must be made no more that 24 months before the debt is
incurred.
6. The date that the debt is incurred is generally the disbursement date. Also, the
taxpayer may use the loan application date as the date incurred if the debt
proceeds are received within 30 days after the loan application date. If the
loan is rejected, the taxpayer has a reasonable period of time to make a new
application.
If a taxpayer refinances the debt, the second debt will be treated as incurred to
acquire, construct or substantially improve the residence if the second debt
proceeds can be traced to paying off the first debt under the general tracing
rules of Temp. Reg. 1.1 63-8T.
Also, a single debt can be part acquisition indebtedness and part home equity
indebtedness.
Example in Notice 88-74:
T incurs a debt of $100,000, the proceeds of which are used within the
meaning of Temp. Reg. Sec. 1.163-8T to purchase a residential lot on January
15, 1989. The debt is secured by the lot On January 1, 1990, T begins
construction of a residence on the lot. T spends $250,000 of unborrowed funds
to construct the residence. The residence is complete on December 31, 1991,
and, at that time, the residence becomes T's principal residence. On March 15,
1992, T incurs a debt of $300,000 secured by the residence. The lender on the
second debt disburses $100,000 to pay off the existing debt, and disburses the
remaining $200,000 directly to T. T has no other debt secured by a qualified
residence.
The $100,000 debt that was incurred in 1989 is incurred to construct the
residence because the proceeds of the debt are directly traceable to
expenditures to construct the residence (i.e., the purchase lot). During the
period of January 15, 1989, through December 31, 1989, T may not treat the
debt as acquisition indebtedness, because it is not secured by a qualified
residence. During the period of January 1, 1990 through December 31, 1991,
T may treat the residence under construction as a qualified residence. See
Temp. Reg. Sec 1.163-10T(p)(5). Accordingly the debt may qualify as
acquisition indebtedness. During the period December 31, 1991, through
March 15, 1992, the residence is a qualified residence and the debt will
qualify as acquisition indebtedness.
The $300,000 debt is also incurred to construct the residence. The first
$100,000 of the debt is treated as debt incurred to construct the residence
because it was used to refinance debt incurred to construct the residence: the
remaining $200,000 of the debt is treated as debt incurred to construct the
residence because it was incurred within ninety days after the residence was
complete, and construction expenditures of at least such an amount were
incurred within the period beginning with the date twenty-four months prior to
the date the residence was complete and ending with the date the debt was
incurred. The entire $300,000 debt is acquisition indebtedness because it is
also secured by a qualified residence. Therefore, all of the interest on the debt
is deductible as qualified residence interest.
7. Residence-Construction in progress
A residence that is being constructed is a qualified residence for up to 24
months so long as it in fact becomes a personal residence when ready for
occupancy. Temp. Reg. 1.163-1OT(p)(5)(i).
Example from the regulations:
X owns a residential lot suitable for the construction of a vacation home. On
April 20, 1987, X obtains a mortgage secured by the lot and any property to
be constructed on the lot. On August 9, 1987, X begins construction of a
residence on the lot. The residence is ready for occupancy on November 9,
1989. The residence is used as a residence during 1989, and X elects to treat
the residence as his second residence for the period November 9. 1989,
through December 31, 1989. Since the residence under construction is a
qualified residence as of the first day that the residence is ready for
occupancy, X may treat the residence as his second residence for up to
twenty-four months of the period during which the residence is under
construction, commencing on or after the date that construction is begun
(August 9, 1987). If X treats the residence under construction as X's second
residence beginning on August 9, 1987, the residence under construction
would cease to qualify as a qualified residence on August 8, 1989. The
residence's status as a qualified residence for future periods would be
determined without regard to [these rules].
8. Debt Secured by the residence
A. Three (3) conditions Temp. Reg. 1.163-1OT(o)(10)
1. The security document must make the residence the specific security for
payment of the debt.
2. In default, the satisfaction of the debt must have the same priority as that
provided under the laws of the jurisdiction where the residence is located.
3. The document must be recorded or otherwise perfected in accordance with
the relevant state law.
9. Second residence elections
A. A taxpayer may elect a different second residence for each year. In some
cases, the taxpayer may change the election to another second residence
within the same year. There are three(3) instances listed in the temporary
regulations:
1. acquisition of a new residence.
2. when the principal residence ceases to be the principal residence.
3. when the taxpayer's second residence is sold or when it becomes the
principal residence.
10. Owning more than two residences
In Field Service Advice, the IRS has stated that an employer provided residence
was the taxpayer's principal residence, and therefore, could not claim both of his
other two residences as qualifying residences.
FSA 200137033
11. Tax planning with the qualified residence interest expense rules indicates that
taxpayers should avoid borrowing for a third residence. If possible, all such debt
should be used for the qualifying residences.
12. Pre-October 13, 1987 secured debt is not subject to the $1 million debt limitation.
13. Mortgage Insurance premiums
Under IRC Sec. 163(h)(3)(E)(i), mortgage insurance premiums paid under
contracts existing between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2010 are deductible
as interest paid. However the deduction is phased out for taxpayers with adjusted
gross income that exceeds $109,000. The phase out is 10% for each $1,000 above
$100,000 of adjusted gross income. Also, see IRS Notice 2008-25 for the
handling of prepaid premiums.
14. Points paid to a lender on the qualified acquisition debt of a principal residence is
deductible as qualified residence interest. IRC Sec. 461(g)(2) and Temp. Reg Se.
1. 163-1OTj)(2)(i). Also, points paid on the refinancing of debt are generally,
amortizable as interest over the term of the new loan and is deductible as qualified
residence interest only when the refinanced debt was qualified residence debt and
the new debt is with the same lender. See IRS Publication 936.
D. Office-in-the home-IRC. Sec. 280A (c)
1. The taxpayer's office must be part of a residence that is rented or owned by the
taxpayer. The residence must be a dwelling unit where a portion is used
exclusively for business. See Charles Anderson T.C. Memo 2006-3 3
2. The "exclusive use" test requires that the portion of the residence that is claimed
as an office must be used exclusively for one of three business purposes. An
office that is used for both personal and business purposes does not qualify for the
office in the home deductions. The three qualifying business purposes are:
a. used as the principal place of any business, or
b. physically used by customers, patients or clients in the normal course of
business, or
c. where there is a separate structure not attached to the dwelling, the structure is
used in connection with the business. The office in the home will qualify as
the "principal place of business" where the office is used for administrative or
management activities, and the taxpayer uses no other location for substantial
administrative or management activities. IRC Sec. 280A(c)(1).
For employees, the exclusive use must be for the convenience of the employer.
3. The limitations in computing the office-in-the home deductions are;
a. gross income
b. deductions otherwise allowable
c. business expense deduction
Example:
Business Use of Home
Facts:
Taxpayer is self-employed and uses a portion of his home exclusively for
business. His self-employed profit was $38,000 for the tax year (prior to any
deduction for business use of home).
His 4,000 square foot home has a basis of $468,000. The area used for business is
500 square feet, or 12.5%. His indirect expenses for the tax year were as follows;
Mortgage interest; $25,000
Real estate taxes: $11,000
Insurance: $1,000
Repair & maintenance: $3,000
Utilities: $6,000
Telephone: $3,000
Discussion:
The taxpayer qualifies for a deduction for the business use of his home as he used
a portion of it exclusively and regularly as the principal place of business.
In determining the allowable expenses, the mortgage interest and real estate taxes
are considered first. The total of these two expenses ($36,000) applied to the
business use percentage (12.5%) equals $4500. This is less than his self-
employment "tentative profit" of $38,000, leaving $33,500 as a limit for the next
level of expenses. The other indirect expenses total $13,000, of which 12.5%
($L625) is allocable to the home office. Again, this is less than the limit of
$33,500, leaving $31,875 as the limit for depreciation. Annual depreciation on
12.5% of his house amounts to $I1500. This is fully allowed as it is less than the
limit of $31,875.
The taxpayer is allowed to claim a current deduction of $7,625 for the business
portion of his home expenses, consisting of $4,500 $1625 and $1.500 as
calculated above. The remainder of mortgage interest and real estate taxes is
deductible on Schedule A. If his other expenses and/or depreciation had been in
excess of his limit, they would be carried over to the next year.
4. Parsonage exclusion- IRC See. 107 provides an exclusion for a minister's rental
allowance or the rental value of a home furnished to him/her.
E. Casualty Losses IRC Sec. 165(h)(2)
1. Uninsured losses in a taxable year in excess of the greater of 10% of the owner's
adjusted gross income or $100 is an itemized deduction. Casualties are caused by
sudden and destructive physical forces, such as storms, fire, earthquakes,
vandalism and explosions. Losses resulting from gradual deterioration have
generally been disallowed. Losses caused by termite damage, erosion, dry rot and
similar causes have been denied. However, where damage occurs within one year,
losses may be allowed.
See Ruecher, T.C. Memo 1981-257
Marx, T.C. Memo. 1981-598
O'Neill, T.C. Memo. 1983-583
Chamales, T.C. Memo. 2000-33
2. Insurance claims
No insured loss is deductible unless an insurance claim is filed.
IRS Sec. 165(h)(4)(E)
Only the excess of the loss over the insurance reimbursement is a casualty loss
and no loss is realized until the insurance reimbursement can be reasonably
determined. Reg. See. 1.165-1(d)(2)
3. Determining the loss- Reg.Seel.165-7(b)
a. The loss is the lesser of:
1. The fair market value of the residence immediately before the casualty
reduced by the fair market value of the residence after the casualty, or
2. the adjusted basis of the residence in determining loss from a sale or
disposition.
b. The fair market value should be determined by 'competent appraisal". If an
appraisal is not practical, the cost of the repairs that are paid to restore the
property to its prior condition may be accepted as the loss in value. Reg. Sec.
1.165-7(a)(2). The value of household goods is generally the replacement
value less depreciation.
c. Example-Trees lost in hurricane and related basis rule.
Taxpayer's personal residence, with a basis of $900,000, was situated on a
large, estate-like property. The site contained extensive landscaping (as well as
mature trees which afforded privacy in an urban area). A hurricane destroyed 84
trees and damaged many others, greatly diminishing the privacy which was
considered to be a large part of the property's appeal. The taxpayer replaced 15
trees, strategically placed to maximize privacy, at a cost of $100,000.
Generally, the amount of the loss is measured by the difference between the fair
market value of the property immediately before and after the casualty. Fair
market value is to be determined by a qualified appraiser.
Alternatively, Income Tax Regulation Section 1.1 65-7(a)(2)(ii) provides that the
taxpayer may use the cost of repairs to determine the amount of the casualty
loss as long as the value of the property after the repair does not exceed the
value of the property prior to the casualty..
In this particular situation, the taxpayer used replacement cost to measure the
amount of the casualty loss ($100,000).
Furthermore, a casualty loss may not exceed the adjusted basis of the property.
For losses incurred in a trade or business, the adjusted basis of each
improvement is considered separately. For example, in the case of an orchard
and building suffering casualty damage, the decrease in value would be
measured by taking into account the trees and the building separately. However,
for casualty losses involving real property and improvements which are not used
in a trade or business, the improvements are considered to be an integral part of
the property. An allocation of basis is not required; nor is an individual
determination of fair market value of the improvements necessary.
The taxpayer in this case was entitled to take into account his basis in the entire
property ($900,000) as it was used as his personal residence, resulting in an
allowable casualty loss of $100,000 subject to the 10% of AGI floor. He was
not required to determine the basis of the trees separately from the house and
land.
F. Personal residences converted to other uses.
I. A temporary rental while awaiting sale was addressed in Bolaris 776 F.2d 1428
by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. This decision held that a principal
residence that qualified for the Sec. 121 exclusion and was vacated by the owner
may nevertheless be rented while waiting to be sold, and the taxpayer was eligible
for the deduction of related expenses as expenses incurred for the production of
income under Sec. 212. The owner must actually make bona fide efforts to rent
the residence. These situations turn on the facts and circumstances of each case.
See Philip Saunders, T.C. Memo 2002-143.
2. A personal residence may be converted to rental or investment property in spite of
prior personal use. Reg. See. 1.212-1(h). Also, the depreciable basis is the lesser
of the basis at the time of the conversion or its then fair market value. Reg. Sec.
1.168(i)-4(b)(1). The vacation home rules of IRC Sec.280A, however, apply to
any personal use.
3. Renting Part of Residence
The residence is treated as two properties; therefore, its basis and common
expense must be allocated in a reasonable manner. An allocation based on square
footage is generally acceptable. If, in fact, the rented portion is not used for
personal purposes, the Sec. 280A limitations do not apply to the rental expenses.
See IRS Publication 527.
Also, providing that there is the requisite profit motive, the hobby loss rules of
IRC Sec. 183 can be avoided.
4. Sale of residence to employer under a relocation agreement.
An employee may avoid compensation income on relocation by selling his/her
house to the employer. In this way the expenses paid in connection with the
subsequent sale are not taxable to the employee. Rev. Rul. 2005-74.
5. Conversion to investment property
a. An inherited residence has been held to be converted to investment property at
death of the owner. This allows capital gain or loss treatment on a subsequent
sale, as well as, deductions for expenses related to holding the residence. Also,
see H.V. Watkins, T.C. Memo 1973-167
b. Also, the relevant facts and circumstances will determine whether a personal
residence has been converted to investment property. Reg. Sec. 1.212-1(b)
provides that the terms "held for the production of income" include
appreciation in the value of a property.
G. Presidentially Declared Disasters
IRC Sec. 1033(h)(1)
In 1993, Congress added a relief provision for principal residences. Gain realized
from insurance proceeds received to cover damages to a principal residence in a
Presidentially declared disaster may be deferred. The gain is deferred if the proceeds
are used to purchase a replacement principal residence from an unrelated party within
four taxable years of the year in which the insurance proceeds were received. The
basis of the replacement residence is reduced by the gain not recognized. Also, see
Rev. Rul. 95-22.
V. Sale of Principal Residence-IRC See. 121 (Effective for sales after May 6, 1997)
A. Gain on sale of the principal residence is excluded to qualified sellers. The exclusion
is limited to $250,000 per taxpayer. The exclusion is $500,000 on a joint return with
two qualifying sellers where either spouse meets the five-year ownership
requirements and both spouses meet the use test. Also, neither spouse has claimed the
exclusion in the two years before the sale date.
Principal residence is defined as property which has been owned and used by the
taxpayer as his/her principal residence for an aggregate of two or more years during
the five-year period ending on the date of the sale. IRC See 121(a). A principal
residence is determined based on a "facts and circumstances" test und Reg. Sec. I.
121-1(b)(2)
1. Exceptions:
a) Owners living in a health care facility during the five-year ownership period
can substitute a one-year use test instead of the two-year test. (121(d)(7))
b) There are exceptions to the use test for members of our uniformed services,
foreign service and intelligence community as well.
c) Property that was acquired in a Sec. 1031, tax free exchange up to five years
before its sale cannot qualify for the exclusion. 121(d)(10)
d) Reduced exclusion available in following instances to otherwise qualifying
sales that are within 2 years of prior qualifying sale. (Sec. 121(c)(1) and (2)
effective for sales after December 16, 2002.
i. change of employment,
ii. health and medical problems, or
iii. unforeseen circumstances (as provided by regulation)
Proration allowable - When the taxpayer meets one of these factors, the
exclusion is available where the property is used as the principal residence in
a ratio of the shorter of the period used during the five-year period or the
period after the most recent sale to two years. Sec 121(c)(1) IRS will issue
private letter rulings. See PLR 200820016.
B. Gain equals the excess of the net proceeds over the tax basis of the home (cost plus
capital improvements)
C. No tax return reporting is required unless the gain exceeds the allowable exclusion.
There is no separate form for reporting the sale. Schedule D is used to report taxable
gain. An IRS worksheet is available to calculate taxable gain.
D. Other special rules:
1. Surviving spouses may claim the $500,000 joint exclusion for qualifying sales
occurring no later than two years after the death of a spouse. Sec. 121(b)(4)
Estates, also, "step into the shoes" of the decedent. Sec. 121 (d)(1 1)
2. Either spouse may meet the use test on a joint return and claim the $250,000
exclusion. Sec. 121(d)(1)
3. Property transferred in a divorce under Sec. 1041(a) carries each spouse's
ownership and use to the other spouse. Sec. 121(d)(3)
4. Co-op stock qualifies as property eligible for exclusion. See. (121(d)(4)
5. Involuntary conversion property of Sec. 1033 can be eligible property. See.
121 (d)(5)
6. Sec. 1250 unrecaptured gain rate applies on related post - 1997 depreciation.
7. Sales of remainder interests to unrelated parties may qualify. Sales of partial
interests may be eligible, as well.
8. Expatriates/nonresident aliens (Sec. 877) cannot claim exclusion. See. 121(e)
9. Election is available to opt out of exclusion. (Sec 121(f).
E. Other examples in Reg. Sec. 1.121
1. A taxpayer may have more than one eligible principal residence. Reg. Sec. 1.121.
1 (b)(4) ex. 2.
Taxpayer B owns two residences, one in Virginia and one in Maine. During Year
1 and Year 2, she lives in the Virginia residence. During Year 3 and Year 4, she
lives in the Maine residence. During Year 5, she lives in the Virginia residence.
B's principal residence during Year 1, Year 2 and Year 5 is the Virginia residence.
B's principal residence during Year 3 and 4 is the Maine residence. B would be
eligible for the Code See. 121 exclusion of gain from the sale of exchange of
either residence (but not both) during Year 5.
2. Sale with vacant land. Vacant land can qualify. Reg. Sec. 1.121-1(b)(3)(i) if:
a) vacant land is adjacent to land containing the dwelling unit of the taxpayer's
principal residence;
b) the taxpayer owned and used the vacant land as part of the taxpayer's principal
residence;
c) the taxpayer sells or exchanges the dwelling unit in a sale or exchange that
meets the requirements of Code Sec. 121 within two years before or two years
after the date of the sale or exchange of the vacant land and,
d) requirements of Code Sec. 121 have otherwise been met with respect to the
vacant land.
Example:
In Year 1, D buys a house and one acre that he uses as his principal residence.
In Year 2, D buys 29 acres adjacent to his house and uses the vacant land as
part of his principal residence. In Year 6, D sells the house and one acre and
the 29 acres in2 separate transactions. D sells the house and one acre at a loss
of $25,000. D realizes $270,000 of gain from the sale of the 29 acres. D may
exclude the $245,000 gain from the two sales.
3. Sale where both the residential and rental portions of the principal residence are in
the same dwelling unit. Reg. Sec. 1.121-1(e)(1).
Example:
In Year 2, C buys a three story townhouse and converts the basement level, which
has a separate entrance, into a separate apartment by installing a kitchen and
bathroom and removing the interior stairway that leads from the basement to the
upper floors. After the conversion, the property consists of two dwelling units. C
uses the first and second floors of the townhouse as his principal residence and
rents the basement level to tenants from Years 3 to 7. C claims depreciation
deductions of $2,000 for that period with respect to the basement apartment.
In Year 7, C incorporates the basement of the townhouse into his principal
residence by eliminating the kitchen and building a new interior stairway to the
upper floors. C uses all three floors of the townhouse as his principal residence for
two full years and sells the townhouse in Year 10, realizing a gain of $20,000.
Under the rules requiring recognition of post May 6, 1997 depreciation
adjustments (Code See. 121(d)(6) and Reg Sec. 1.121-1(d), C has to recognize
$2,000 of the gain as "unrecaptured section 1250 gain. "Because C used the entire
three floors of the townhouse as his principal residence for two of the five years
preceding the sale of the property, C may exclude the remaining $18,000 of the
gain from the sale of the house.
4. Sales of residence by newly married taxpayers Reg. Sec. 1.121-2
During 1999, married Taxpayer H and W each sell a residence that each had
separately owned and used as a principal residence before their marriage. Each
spouse meets the ownership and use tests for his or her respective residence.
Neither spouse meets the use requirement for the other spouse's residence. H and
W file a joint return for the year of the sales. The gain realized from the sale of
H's residence is $200,000. The gain realized from the sale of W's residence is
$300,000. Because the ownership and use requirements are met for each
residence by each respective spouse, H and W are each eligible to exclude up to
$250,000 of gain from sale of their individual residences. However, W may not
use H's unused exclusion to exclude gain in excess of her limitation amount,
therefore, H and W must recognize $50,000 of the gain realized on the sale of
W's residence.
F. Examples from Courts and IRS pronouncements
1. Guinan v. US, 2003-1 USTC p. 5047
(D.C.-Arizona)
In this case the taxpayer used 3 residences in different states during the required 5
year period. Since no one residence was used for 2 years, the sale of one residence
was not eligible for the exclusion. This decision turned on the facts presented by
the parties.
2. Revenue Procedure 2005-14 (eff. 1/27/05) Sec. 121 and See. 1031 "boot'
Boot must exceed exclusion amount before any is taxable.
Example:
A, an unmarried individual, buys a house for $210,000 that A uses as A's
principal residence from Year 1 to Year 5. From Year 5 to Year 7, A rents the
house to tenants and claims depreciation deductions of $20,000. Thus the house
had been used in A's trade or business or held for investment within the meaning
of Code Sec. 1031(a) as well as used as a principal residence as required under
Code Sec. 121.
In Year 7, A exchanges the house for 10,000 of cash and a townhouse with a fair
market value of $460,000 that A intends to rent to tenants, A realizes gain of
$280,000 on the exchange.
3. Adjacent land use test
Farah v.Comm. TC Memo 2007-369
The taxpayer failed the use test regarding land adjacent to their principal
residence.
4. Revenue Procedure 2008-16
IRS provides a safe harbor for vacation homes in a See. 1031 tax free exchange
after 3/9/2008.
VI. Charitable gifts of residences
A. Qualified conservation contribution-IRS Sec. 170(h)(1)
1. A qualified conservation contribution is a transfer of a perpetual restriction or
remainder interest that is done for one or more of the following five purposes:
a. preserving land for outdoor recreation by the general public,
b. preserving land for education of the general public,
c. protecting in a relatively natural habitat, fish, wildlife, plants or similar
ecosystems,
d. preserving open space including farm land or forests for the scenic enjoyment
of the general public or pursuant to a clearly delineated federal, state or local
conservation policy yielding significant public benefits, or,
e. preserving a historically important land area or certified historic structure.
The deduction of a remainder interest is determined by actuarial valuation. A
conservation restriction is generally determined by reference to the difference
between the fair market value of the property before and after the restriction.
See Reg. See. 1.170A-14.
2. Residence related transfers of qualified conservation contributions
a. In G 471 F3d 698(CA6-12/21/2006), the Sixth Circuit affirmed the Tax
Court in allowing the taxpayer a deduction for an easement that was not open
to the public. The taxpayer's principal residence was located on the property.
The taxpayer gave the Lake Traverse Conservancy Trust an easement over
two parcels, but retained full use of the center parcel that contained their
residence.
b. The Pension Protection Act of 2006 added See. 170(b)(1)(E) to increase the
adjusted gross income percentage limitations for deductions of qualified
conservation contributions of real property in 2006 and 2007.
1. The amount of the deduction was limited to 50% of modified adjusted
gross income, an increase from the normal 30%. Also, for farms and
ranches, the limit was raised to 100% of modified adjusted gross
income. However, farmers and ranchers are eligible for the 100%
limitation only if their farming/ranching income is more than 50% of
their gross income. See IRS Notice 2007-50, also,
2. For gifts after August 17, 2006, the taxpayer must have been a qualified
farmer or rancher to use the 100% limitation and the related property
must be used or available for use in agriculture or livestock production.
Otherwise, the 50% limitation applied. The related property May include
the farmer's or rancher's residence. Any resulting unused conservation
contribution may be carried-over fifteen years, as opposed to the general
five years. Consider amending 2006 and 2007 returns for possible higher
limits.
3. Example
Taxpayer owns 600 acres of land which he desires to place into a
conservation easement in order to preserve the property's scenic and
historic qualities for the enjoyment of the general public. He had
acquired the property by gift with a basis of $700,000. A certified
appraiser determined that the pre-easement value of the real estate was
$2,800,000, whereas the value after the encumbrance of the easement
would be $1,500,000. Additionally, the standing timber was valued at
$200,000.
The taxpayer in this example deeded a perpetual conservation easement
to a qualifying charitable conservation organization. The amount of his
charitable contribution deduction was calculated as follows: $1,300,000
(the difference in value before and after the easement) plus $200,000
(the value of the timber) for a total contribution of $1,500,000 (subject
to the 50% of AGI limit and carryover rules).
4. In Estate of Gibbs v. U.S., 161 F3rd 342 (CA-3, 1998), the Third Circuit
held that a contribution easement placed on property after death
constituted a disposition under IRC Sec. 2032A and recaptive of the
related tax savings.
c. Charitable facade easements are tightly limited.
1. The 2006 Act, also, placed restrictions on the use of charitable facade
easements on buildings. IRC See. 170(h)(4)(B) For gifts after July 25,
2006, facade easements must:
a. only apply to the exterior of the building,
b. preserve historic character of the entire exterior including the space
around the building, and
c. a qualified appraisal must be attached to the tax return.
2. The IRS has issued guidance on the permissible methods to value the gift
of a facade easement. Usually, the contribution is equal to the difference
between the property's value immediately before the easement and after
the easement. Generally, the value must be substantiated by a complete
appraisal. Chief Counsel Advice 200738013
3. Joint Committee proposal
In its report to Congress dated January 27, 2005, the Joint Committee on
Taxation proposed to:
a. eliminate the deduction for contribution of a facade easement on a
personal residence used by the donor or a member of the donor's
family.
b. limit the deduction for contributions of environmental easements to
33% of the value of the easement and further tighten the appraisal
requirements.
See "Options to Improve Tax Compliance and Reform Tax
Expenditures" Joint Comm. on Taxation, 109th Cong., 1 t Session.
VII. Qualified Personal Residence Trust (QPRT) IRC Sec. 2702 and Reg. Sec. 25.2702-
5(c)
A. A transfer of a residence to a QPRT can produce significant estate tax savings.
IRC Sec 2702(a)(2) provides that a retained interest in a residence will have no
value unless the remainder is a "qualified interest". Consequently, a donor's gift
of a residence with a retained life estate must meet the rules of Sec. 2702 to
prevent the treatment of the full property interest as a taxable gif
B. To qualify, a transfer of a personal residence must be to a QPRT. Only one
residence may be transferred to the QPRT and used by the holder of the life
estate. The residence may be the principal residence, one other residence, or an
undivided fractional interest. See PLR200617035.
C. Generally, the owner of a home may transfer it to a QPRT, retain a life estate and
report the value of the remainder interest as a taxable gift. The value of the gift is
the property's fair market value reduced by the present value of the life interest as
determined by reference to IRS tables under Sec. 7520.
D. If the donor dies during the term of the trust, the entire value reverts to the
donor's estate. However, if the donor survives the term, he/she must pay a fair
rent to the remainder beneficiaries or move to another residence to avoid inclusion
in the estate. Also, see final regulations under Sec. 2036 and 2039 issued
7/11/2008.
E. During the term of the life interest, the QPRT is a grantor trust. The donor is
treated as the owner for income tax purposes.
F. Gifts of separate undivided interests by spouses to two QPRTs may be advisable
in some estate plans.
G. Other Considerations.
IRS has issued many QPRT letter rulings, some of which are listed below:
a. 50% spousal interests transferred to separate trusts. PLR9918049,
PLR9818014
b. 75% interest as tenancy in common. PLR9735012.
c. Adjacent land transferred to QPRT. PLR973 9024
d. guest housing or other structures transferred. PLR200112018, PLR9639064,
PLR9739024.
VIII. Virainia Rehabilitation Tax Credit-
VA Code Ann. Sec. 58-1-339.2(A) and VA Admin Code 17 Sec. 10-30
A. A Virginia income tax credit is available to homeowners equal to 25% of the -
eligible expenditures.
B. Eligible expenditures are material costs incurred to rehabilitate a "certified
historic structure". The expenditures must exceed 25% of the local real estate tax
assessed value of the house (excluding the land) for the year previous to the first
expenditure. If the expenditures exceed 25% of the assessed value, the owner can
claim a Virginia income tax credit of 25% of the total rehabilitation costs which
are capital in nature. To qualify, at least 75% of the residence must be used by its
owner as a personal residence, or must be available for occupancy by the owner
for 75% of the year. An out'of state residence may, also, qualify under a
reciprocal historic structure tax credit program.
C. The Department of Historic Resources must certify the amount of the eligible
expenditures through a three part application process. A C.P.A. must certify
expenditures.
D. A "certified historic structure" is property that is listed individually on the
Virginia Landmark Register or certified by the Director of Historic Resources as
contributing to the historic significance of a historic district that is listed on the
Virginia Landmark Register or that meets the criteria for being listed on the
Landmark Register.
E. A material rehabilitation is defined as improvements or reconstruction that are
consistent with "The Secretary of the Interior's Standard for Rehabilitation."
F. Any unused credit can be carried forward for up to ten years.
G. See the state's website for details of the application process.
www.dhr.virginia. gov.
IX. Virginia Land Preservation income tax credit for charitable gifts of land for
conservation purposes.
VA Code Ann. See. 58.1-512(A)
A. The credit is 40% of the fair market value of the land or restriction as determined
by a qualified appraiser in a qualified appraisal. (The credit was 50% prior to
2007.) The gift may include land that was part of a residence.
B. The credit cannot exceed $100,000 in any taxable year and cannot exceed the tax
for any year. Unused amounts are carried forward for ten years (five years prior to
2007).
C. The General Assembly has set a maximum of$102,287,000 in available credit for
2008. Should eligible credits exceed this maximum, the credit will be allocated
among taxpayers in proportion to their eligible credits. The minimum amount is
scheduled to increase each year by the increase in the CPI for the twelve months
ending August 31 of the previous year.
D. The taxpayer may transfer or "sell" any unused credit to another taxpayer and
must file a notification of such transfer with the Department of Taxation. Any
gain from sale included in federal taxable income can be subtracted from Virginia
taxable income.
E. Also, see Virginia Public Document Ruling 07-9, March 12, 2007 for more on the
credit application process.
F. Unsettled issues include the character, holding period and the tax bases of credits
that are sold.
X. The Virginia Home Accessibility Features for the Disabled Tax credit for additions of
accessibility improvements for the disabled to a residence is available. For years
before 2008. the credit was 25% of the eligible improvements as listed below:
1. one no-step entrance
2. interior passage doors with a 32-inch wide opening.
3. reinforcements in bathroom walls and grab bars.
4. accessible light switches
The credit was limited to $500 and was not refundable. Any unused excess was
carried forward for five years. VA. Code Ann. See. 58.1-339.7(A) and (B). For years
after 2007, the eligible expenditures must meet guidelines of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development and the taxpayer must apply to the Department for
the credit. Approved taxpayers will receive a certification that must be attached to the
individual tax return. The General Assembly has limited the statewide available
credits to $1 million which will be allocated prorata as in the Land Preservation Tax
Credit rules.
XI. Federal Energy Tax Credits
A. For 2006 through 2016, taxpayers can claim a credit of up to 100% of the costs of
'residential energy property expenditures" made during the year. There is a 10%
credit of "qualified energy efficiency improvements" such as certain insulation
material, windows and doors. The combined credit cannot exceed $500 over the
taxpayer's lifetime. The expenditures must be for "qualified energy property"
installed in or on the principal residence in the United States.
B. "Qualified energy property" is defined as nine (9) specific items of fuel efficient
equipment, such as 15 SEER electric heat pumps and furnaces with a 95 rating for
annual fuel efficiency. Manufacturers may issue certifications to validate these
energy ratings.
C. Solar energy property credits are available from 2006 through 2016. The credits
for years before 2009 equal the sum of the lesser of 30% of qualified solar electric
property costs or $2,000, the lesser of 30% of qualified solar water heating
property costs or $2,000 and the lesser of 30% of qualified fuel cell property costs
or $500 for each half kilowatt capacity. Other details are available in IRC Sec.
25C(d)(4) and IRS Notice 2006-26. After 2008, the $2000 limits have been
eliminated. Also, qualified small wind energy property expenditures and
qualified geothermal heat pump property expenditures have been added by the
Economic Stabilization Act.
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APPENDIX A - VACATION HOME EXAMPLES
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Rental Property
Expenses Prorated Based on Actual Usage (IRS Position)
Days Rented 120
Days Personal 14
Total Days Used 134
Income: 60,000
Mortgage Interest (50,000)
Property Taxes (4,000)
20% Rental Commission (12,000)
Insurance, Utilities, Maintenance (10,000)
Depreciation (22,000)
Prorated expenses based on days
of "Actual Usage" following IRS Non-
position per Prop. Reg. 1.280A- deductible
3(c): Schedule E Schedule A (Personal)
Rental Income 60,000
Mortgage Interest 1') 120/134 (44,776) - (5,224)
Property Taxes 120/134 (3,582) (418)
Rental Commission 120/120 (12,000)
Insurance, Utilities, Maintenance 1201134 (8,955) (1,045)
_______________________ 
________________(418)
Net rental loss before depn (9,313)
Depreciation 1201134 (19,701) (2,299)
1 _(8,567)
Net rental loss subject to hobby loss,
passive activity loss, and at-risk rules (29,015)
(1) Does not qualify as residence; no Sch A deduction for interest.
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Vacation Home I
Expenses Prorated Based on Actual Usage IRS Position)
Days Rented 120
Days Personal 15
Total Days Used 135
Income: 60,000
Tier 3 Expenses:Mortgage interest (50,000)
Property Taxes (4,000)
20% Rental Commission 112,000)
"Tier 2 Expenses:
(Cannot create a taxable loss)
InsuranMe Utilities, Maintenance (10,000)
Tier 3 Expenses:
(Cannot create a taxable loss)
Depreciation (22,000)
Prorated expenses based on days of Non-
"Actual Usage" following IRS deductible
position per Prop. Reg. 1.280A-3(c): Schedule E Schedule A (Personal)
Rental Income 60,000 I
Tier I Expenses f
Mortgage Interest 1201135 (44,444)1 (5,556)
Property Taxes 120/135 (3,556) (444) -
Rental Commission 1201120 (12,000), -
Net rental income after Tier I Expenses
Tier 2 Expenses
Insurance, Utilities, Maintenance 120/135 (B,889) (1,111)
Net rental loss before depn (8,809)
The taxable loss is imited to zero. No depreciation allowed.
$8,889 loss carries forward to offset future rental income.
Tier 3 Expense
Depreciation - No Deduction 1201135 (19,556) (2,444)
(3,556)
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Rental Property
Taxesllnterest Prorated Based on Calendar Year
(Position of 9th & 10th Circuit Tax Court)
Days Rented 120
Days Personal 14
Total Days Used 134
Income: 60,000
Mortgage Interest (50,000)
Property Taxes (4,000)
20% Rental Commission (12,000)
Insurance, Utilities, Maintenance (10,000)
Depreciation (22,000)
Non-
Prorated Interest/Taxes based on deductible
Calendar Days Schedule E Schedule A (Personal)
Rental Income 60,000
Mortgage Interest (l )  1201365 (16,438) - (33,562)
Property Taxes 1201365 (1,315) (2,685)
Rental Commission 120/120 (12,000) -
Insurance, Utilities, Maintenance 1201134 (8,955) - (1,045)
(2,685)
Net rental income before depn 21,291
Depreciation 1201134 (19,701) (2,299)
(36,905)
Net rental income 1,590
(1) Does not qualify as residence; no Sch A deduction for interest.
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Vacation Home I I
Taxes/Interest Prorated Based on Calendar Year
(Position of 9th & 10th Circuit Tax Court)
Days Rented 120
Days Personal 15
Total Days Used 135
Income: 60,000
Tier 1 Expenses:
Mortgage Interest (50,000)
Property Taxes (4,000)
20% Rental Commission (12,000)
Tier 2 Expenses:
(Cannot create a taxable loss)
Insurance, Utilities, Maintenance (10,000)
Tier 3 Expenses:
(Cannot create a taxable loss)
Depreciation (22,000)
Non-
Prorated Interest/Taxes based on deductible
Calendar Days Schedule E Schedule A (Personal)
Rental Income 60,000
Tier I Expenses
Mortgage Interest 1201365 (16,438) (33,562),
Property Taxes 1201365 (1,315) (2,685)
Rental Commission 1201120 (12,000) -
Net rental income after Tier I Expenses 30,24f
Tier 2 Expenses
Insurance, Utilities, Maintenance 1201135 (8,889)(1,111
Net rental income before depn 21,358
Tier 3 Expense
Depreciation 1201135 (19,556) (2,444)
(Limited to net rental income)
Net rental income 1,802
(Any taxable loss would be limited to zero.) I _
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